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SATELLITE SERVICING - LOGISTICS SUPPORT

Joseph E. Abel
Logistics Manager, Satellite Servicing
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
Huntsville Engineering Center
Huntsville, Alabama
ABSTRACT
This report addresses anticipated servicing requirements for orbital mainte
nance considering ground support operations, centralized depot concept,
logistics module utilization/servicing/maintenance/integration and orbital
docking and servicing. Anticipated costs to sustain orbital maintenance,
servicing, and support of future free flyers and the space station leads to a
conclusion that optimum support with reduced support costs can best be
achieved by standardization and centralization of support facilities. The
centralized depot concept and logistics module utilization described herein
provides a scenario to achieve the supportability goals and reduce the overall
satellite servicing costs*
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Servicability is the element of a finished product that allows for the means
to extend the life of the product through programs of maintenance, repair,
refurbishment and resupply. Servicability, while long a consideration in the
aerospace industry (primarily related to aircraft), is a relatively new in
gredient to NASA in the satellite servicing arena. Satellite servicing is a
new area of expertise still'in its infancy for space applications. Current
design criteria for orbiting satellites (free flyers) require that the satel
lite have the 'capability for servicing through the change out of Orbital Re
placeable Units (ORUs) and the resupply of essential supplies, i.e., cryo
genics* etc* The first free flyer to be placed on orbit with full servicing
capability will be the Bubble Space Telescope (HST). Initially, the HST will
be serviced at three (3) year intervals utilizing the shuttle orbiter as the
maintenance platform. Ultimately the maintenance of the HST and follow-on
free flyers will be carried out as a mission of space station. The major
emphasis in satellite servicing has been in the on-orbit activities* Spacebased maintenance and support scenarios for free flyer servicing and space
station activities have been the primary focus to date. Equally important to
the on-orbit activities will be the ground based repair, refurbishment, inte
gration and supply activities associated with orbital maintenance* Using the
HST as a model, it is apparent that many interested participants in space sta
tion 'Utilization and satellite servicing are underestimating the logistics
support requirements for orbital maintenance* It is obvious that a major
driver will be cost:; therefore, early identification of cost reduction methods
is of paramount importance. By estimating the annual budget for the HST
and adding to this figure estimates for the number of free flyers projected,,
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plus the servicing and maintenance costs of space station and one can fi.ee an
annual budget projection in the one to two billion dollar range* Obviously
this figure is extremely excessive and leads to a search for cost minimization
methods through consolidation, commonality of systerns f and standardization.
This search for cost minimization methods has led to the development of a
scenario for the establishment of a concept for a Satellite Servicing Depot*
The depot will provide all Space Station and Free Flyer Oil maintenance and
refurbishment plus pre-launch integration for all orbital support missions*
This concept also identifies the Logistics Support Modules and their critical
role in the satellite servicing process. It is conceivable that through con
solidation of facilities and maintenance/refurbishment services* plus the
standardization of support hardware, that the annual forecasted support costs
could be cut by as much as 50%.
KSC Satellite Servicing Depot
In this scenario the thought is to construct a Satellite Servicing Depot at
the Kennedy Space Center in Florida. The depot would consist of four (4) main
facilities and would provide for the following support activities:
ORU Maintenance and Refurbishment
ORU Test and Storage
Scientific Instrument (SI) Test and Storage (Short Term)
SI Servicing
Satellite Servicing Sustaining Engineering
Satellite Servicing Logistics Engineering
Satellite Servicing Administrative Services
GSE/STE and Component Spares Storage
Logistics Module Servicing
Maintenance Mission Integration
Post Flight Logistics Module Deservice and ORU Disbursement
Logistics Module Reconfiguration
Supply Support & Inventory Management
The depot would be located in close proximity to the Vertical Assembly
Building (VAB) and the Orbiter Processing Facility (OFF) t preferably near the
Swartz Road SRB facility. Figure 1 shows the KSC Depot Facilities and their
on-orbit element, the Logistics Docking Module*
ORU Maintenance, Test and Refurbishment Facility
The ORU Maintenance, Test and Refurbishment Facility provides the central
location for the maintenance, test, refurbishment, and storage of the free
flyer and space station ORUs. Figure 2 is a conceptual exterior "view of the
facility* This layout
facility and Figure 3 is an interior layout of the
is intended to demonstrate very clearly the ORU integrated nftaintenance concept
to its flight
ORU
each
of
integrity
segregated
while still holding to the
system.
Each flight system, i.e., Hubble Space Telescope (HST), Advanced X-4tay Astro
physics Facility (AXAF), etc., is assigned a special, cle.an,,, environmentally
.controlled wing of the facility. Within the assigned wing the ORUs and
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peculiar special test equipment will be kept and maintained in accordance with
the requirements as specified in the ORU Support Requirements Analysis (SRA).
After a maintenance mission, ORUs requiring refurbishment will be refurbished
in this area. Supporting each wing is a central integrated test laboratory
which contains common test equipment and if feasible ORU monitoring equipment
whereby all ORU status can be monitored from one point.
Supporting each flight system wing and the central test lab are individual
support laboratories to provide peculiar maintenance services and skills. The
laboratories include but are not necessarily limited to the following:
Cable and Connector Laboratory
Crew Aids Development/Maintenance Laboratory
Software Laboratory
Computer Hardware Laboratory
Mechanical Maintenance Laboratory
Instrument Laboratory
Meterology Laboratory
Electronics Laboratory
These laboratories will provide the services and skills peculiar to the myriad
of ORUs in the facility. Assigned technicians will be subjected to very di
verse and continual speciality training. Services required beyond the labora
tories and technical skills of this facility will be obtained from the other
KSC support shops.
Scientific Instrument Test, Service and Storage Facility
The Scientific Instrument (SI) Test, Service and Storage Facility is a strict,
clean room environment and is primarily a pre-launch service site. It is
anticipated that' the scientific instruments will continually be undergoing
programs of systems improvements and second or third generation SI develop
ment. Because of this it is assumed that these improvement and development
efforts will be conducted at the universities or scientific institutes respon
sible for each SI. The Sis themselves will most likely be retained by the
responsible parties during that effort; therefore a long term SI facility at
KSC is not planned. Instead, the SI test, service and storage facility is
intended to provide a location for the SI pre-launch activities prior to a
maintenance mission. In addition, it provides for a post-mission location to
deservice returned Sis and prepare them for return to the responsible parties
location.
The SI Test, Service and Storage Facility consists of three (3) laboratories
to provide SI work areas for up to three (3) maintenance missions at a time.
Peculiar special test equipment will accompany each SI as necessary to support
pre-launch and post-launch activities. General test equipment support will be
provided by the central test laboratory. The exterior view of the SI facility
is shown in Figure 4 with Figure 5 describing the interior layout concept.
Engineering/Administrative Offices and Warehouse Facility
The Engineering/Administrative Offices and Warehouse Facility is a key element
of the depot maintenance concept. The Engineering and Administration offices
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area is a four story complex within the facility shown in Figures 6 and 7.
The area provides approximately 40,000 ft 2 of office space to accommodate
the following disciplines:
Program Management
Planning and Scheduling
Sustaining Engineering
Budgets and Analysis
Logistics Engineering
Inventory Management
Logistics Control Center
Within the scheme of a disciplined support depot the above functions are
recognized support activities necessary for adequate maintenance, refur
bishment, storage and satellite servicing. This paper is intended to describe
the overall depot support activities. These required generic support func
tions are not described in specific detail because their need and purpose are
well understood.
The other part of the Engineering/Administrative Offices and Warehouse Facil
ity is the warehouse storage area. The maintenance spares, ground support
equipment and the test equipment not in current use will be stored in this
area. Specifically the supply functions of the warehouse will include the
following elements:
Supply Management
Shipping
Receiving
Packing and Crating
Traffic & Transportation
Rapid Pik Storage (Components)
Pallet Storage (Bulk)
Oversize GSE- Storage
Kit Stores
As with the above these supply support functions are generic in nature and are
not described in specific detail because their need and purpose are well
understood*
Mission Integration/Logistics Module Servicing Facility
The Mission Integration and Logistics Module Servicing Facility provides the
location for the servicing, reconfiguration, integration, loading and unload-ing of the logistics modules. This facility is equipped to process up to
three (3) logistics modules at a time. The facility has four environmentally
controlled high bay areas; three for the logistics, modules and the fourth for
the ingress -and egress of the logistics module cargo.
The logistics nodules will be placed into respective processing bays. In^a
bay the service technicians will perform any maintenance or service functions
on the basic module to retain its functionability and flight certification..
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They will carry out module installations, modifications and adjustments neces
sary to reconfigure the module to support the next satellite servicing mission
consigned to the respective module. The consigned mission hardware (ORUs s
Sis, Scientific Experiments, etc.) will be prepared for loading and will be
integrated into the logistics module.
In addition to the logistics module processing bays the facility has desig
nated areas for the final processing of the consigned mission hardware. These
clean room and environmentally controlled areas are utilized for the removal
of the hardware from protective containers, last minute checks, cleaning,
etc., and for loading the hardware into containers during post flight opera
tions. Other areas are designated for the last minute preparation, checks and
integration of scientific instruments plus post flight activities. The high
bays and the ORU and SI areas are all environmentally controlled with purge
capabilities as required.
Other areas within the facility include limited office facilities, a service
shop to support logistics module maintenance, a battery shop for the prepara
tion of batteries designated for orbital changeout and a small tool crib/
supply room area. The exterior and interior concept layouts of the Mission
Integration/Logistics Module Servicing Facility are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
Ground Maintenance and Refurbishment Process
This ground maintenance and refurbishment process assumes that certain sce
nario elements are accepted as a viable means for satellite servicing. First
is the utilization of the logistics module support concept that is addressed
later. Second is the viability of the centralized depot concept, which has
proven successful for the FAA at their Oklahoma City Depot and for the
Military Services, at Wright-Patterson AFB, Warner Robbins AFB, etc. Third,
this process is dependent on the utilization of Space Station as the eventual
main satellite servicing maintenance platform. The last element of the
concept is the use of a logistics docking module, also covered later in this
text, as a premaintenance holding fixture for up to three (3) logistics
modules at a time.
The ground maintenance and refurbishment process begins with the delivery of
free-flyer and space station spare ORUs and ground support equipment (GSE) f
special test equipment (STE) and support maintenance spare parts to the depot.
Each ORU will be accompanied by a Support Requirements Analysis (SRA) which
details the periodic test requirements, test frequencies, test procedures,
reliability/maintainability data, storage requirements, packaging/
handling/transportation record (PHTR), drawing packages, etc. Each ORU will
be scheduled for storage, test and preventive maintenance in accordance with
the respective ORU SRA. Prior to a maintenance mission each designated ORU
will be subjected to a pre-use verification test in accordance with procedures
defined in the SRA.
The actual maintenance, repair and refurbishment process beyond the preventive
maintenance and test program in storage begins with the delivery of the lo
gistics module from orbit to the mission Integration and Logistics Module Ser
vice Facility. There the maintenance technicians will remove the repairable
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ORUs from the logistics module and will load them into their respective re
usable protective containers. The ORUs will be transferred to the ORU Mainte
nance, Test and Refurbishment Facility and delivered to the wing designated
for the free flyer or space station from which the ORU was removed.
Following factory instructions for refurbishment, repair, checkout, burn-in
and acceptance test procedures, the ORU will be refurbished to a like new and
flight certified condition and put into the preventive maintenance test pro
gram. During refurbishment, approved systems improvements will be incorp
orated. The refurbishment process will be supported by the support shops
within the facility, the central integrated test lab and engineering/
administrative/supply support from the Engineering/Administrative and
Warehouse Facility.
The basic ground refurbishment process and the logistics module launch process
are shown in Figure 10.
Logistics Module Launch and Recovery Process
As a logistics module is assigned a specific satellite servicing mission the
ORUs, Sis, etc., scheduled for changeout will be designated. Because most
types of maintenance missions can be analyzed and planned well in advance,
preliminary logistics module mission configurations can be determined. Dif
ferent ORU carrier configurations will already be in existence which will
allow for the adaptation of logistics modules from one mission configuration
to another. With the knowledge of what ORUs or Sis or combination will fly,
the logistics module will be configured to carry the mission hardware. As an
example, the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) will use at least five (5) different
configurations of ORU carriers on a space lab pallet to support various plan
ned maintenance missions until Space Station support is realized. It is
anticipated that an equal number of configuration possibilities will be
required to support the HST from Space Station.
After the logistics module is configured for the mission the task of loading,
integration and checkout of the mission hardware begins. The process will
call for continual support to test systems, provide electrical power, trickle
charge batteries, provide for purge, etc., up to the actual launch sequence.
After the module is loaded it will be moved and loaded into the Orbiter in
accordance with the standard KSC load and launch procedures. Normally, on a
maintenance mission, the Orbiter will travel to the Space Station, leave off a
logistics module for a scheduled maintenance activity, and pick up a logistics
module of an already completed maintenance action. It is anticipated that on
the average up to three (3) logistics modules will be at the space station at
any given time. A typical logistics module flow, considering seven (7)
modules are in use, could be as follows:
Logistics Module No. 1 - In Bay 1 of the Mission Integration
Facility for preparation for an HST maintenance mission.
Logistics Module No. 2 - In Bay 2 of the Mission Integration
Facility for preparation for a Space Station support mission.
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Logistics Module No. 3 - On the launch pad for a SIRTF maintenance
mission.
Logistics Module No. 4 - On-orbit in the logistics docking module ready
for earth return after a Space Station maintenance mission.
Logistics Module No. 5 - On-orbit in the logistics docking module ready
for an Advanced Solar Observatory (ASO) service activity.
Logistics Module No. 6 - On-orbit in the logistics docking module ready
for a Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) maintenance mission.
Logistics Module No. 7 - In Bay 3 of the Mission Integration Facility
undergoing a post-flight operation, having just returned from orbit.
One cycle through the support system would present the following movement of
modules;
Logistics Module No. 3 goes up, Module No. 4 returns
Logistics Module No. 1 goes up, Module No. 5 returns
Logistics Nodule No. 2 goes up, Module No. 6 returns
Logistics Module No* 7 goes up, Module No. 3 returns
Logistics Module No. 4 goes up. Module No. 1 returns
Logistics Module No. 5 goes up. Module No. 2 returns
-etcUtilizing the logistics Modules the Orbiter flight durations can be shortened
considerably to allow for more ground processing time to attain increased
launch frequency. Figure 11 illustrates the orbital support activities.
Logis t ic: s Modules
The Logistics Modules are a key element of the satellite servicing program.
They allow for a smooth consistent ground operations flow. More importantly,
by staging the modules on orbit the Space Station crew can perform servicing
activities on a routine daily schedule and are not dependent on the presence
of the Orbiter for support other than for dropping off pending mission modules
and picking up repairable modules. The Logistics Module will be a generalpurpose, multi-use support system. It will be approximately 14 feet in diam
eter by 36 to 40 feet in length. It can be pressurized for crew access if
required. Some configurations will have external cargo doors similar to those
on the Orbiter to allow for access to larger ORUs and scientific instruments.
It is anticipated that a minimum of seven (7) logistics modules of various
basic designs will be required to support the anticipated fleet of free flyers
,and the space station.
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As a support mission is planned the assigned logistics module will be recon
figured to carry the ORUs and/or Sis scheduled for changeout. To support the
free flyers and the space station it is conceivable that the seven logistics
modules could have as many as fifty (50) different configuration possibil
ities* Beyond this* there are other possible applications for the logistics
modules to provide interim support for short term space applications. Besides
the 50 configurations for the seven modules in direct support of the free
flyer fleet and the Space Station the logistics modules could be used for such
things as medical experiments, scientific experiments, space based manufac
turing platform (i*e.» culture growth or crystal growth), auxiliary power
supply* sky crane, etc* The possible uses of the logistics modules are ever
increasing* Figure 12 illustrates the possible support uses described herein.
Sg^fltb.ijLj^^sticjg^Module Docking, Storage» and Recovery
Figure 13 illustrates a concept for a logistics docking module. At the time
that this figure was developed it was intended that the logistics docking
nodule be an, independent element of the Space Station in co-orbit. The Orbiter would drop off and. pick up the logistics modules at the docking module.
In turn, the Oil? would he used to transport the logistics module from the
docking nodule to the Space Station work area. Later studies are leading to
the conclusion that 'better service could be obtained by making the docking
nodule an integral part of the Space Station. The logistics module could be
moved from the docking module to the work site by the use of robots. In a
previous section a typical scenario of support was outlined. This scenario
indicated, that there are usually three (3) modules at the docking module at
all times. This allows for a continual and smooth work flow for the Space
Station occupants,
Conclusion
In conclusion it is important to understand that satellite servicing is a very
energetic endeavor involving a wide spectrum of events. The on-orbit activ
ities require precise planning, dedication, and resources to achieve desired
goals. In themselves, however, they do not constitute the total effort.
Ground support activities are of equal importance and success of the. orbital
activities will he directly related to the attention given to the ground oper
ations* All too often the logistics support elements of maintenance, train
ing,, technical data, supply, etc., are given too little attention too late.
Adequate, levels of support spares and discrete components can assure the
success of a program while inadequate levels of spares can literally stop
things in their tracks. The days of firing them and forgetting them are in
the past. Satellite Servicing is here to stay so all involved parties must
sign up to the premise that supportability is not a word but is a dedication
to a process called logistics that requires positive and continual action.
Logistics must be recognized as a vital and necessary element of Satellite
Servicing tasked to identify and provide the support activities required for
sustained operations.
Advanced planning and dedication to ground support activities, particularly to
a centralized depot, will allow for a considerable savings in projected sup
port costs.
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